Magnetic behavior of human erythrocytes at different hemoglobin states.
The effect of a static magnetic field on human erythrocytes at different hemoglobin states (normal, oxidized and reduced hemoglobin) was investigated. Three different blood samples, normal, iron deficiency anemic and beta thalassemia minor, were studied. Measurements of the magnetization curves of the erythrocytes for all blood samples in all states showed diamagnetic behavior; however, oxidation was found to enhance this behavior. These measurements have also shown that the normal and iron deficiency samples in the reduced states exhibit a less diamagnetic response in comparison with the normal state. This result indicates that the reduction process gave rise to a paramagnetic component of the magnetization. Analysis of the measured paramagnetic behavior, using a Brillouin function, gave an effective magnetic moment of 8 muB per reduced hemoglobin molecule for both normal and anemic samples. This result shows that both anemic and normal blood have similar magnetic behavior and the only difference is the number of hemoglobin molecules per erythrocyte. For the beta thalassemia minor blood sample, magnetic measurements showed that both the normal and reduced states have almost the same diamagnetic behavior. However, this diamagnetic response is less than that for the normal state of the iron deficiency anemic sample. This result may indicate a low oxygen intake for the blood in the normal state for the beta thalassemia minor blood. All magnetic measurements were made using a vibrating sample magnetometer using field steps of 0.001 T from 1 T to -1 T.